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• Research Data – Current Status @ Elsevier 

 

• Researcher Data Workflow 

 

• Research Data Needs 

 

• Experiments 



Elsevier data activities started early on, with 
supplementary files and outward entity linking 
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• Accepting supplemental files for over a decade: 

– Growth of articles with such files of 25-35% per year 

– Recent snapshot showed 50% of such files contain data 

• Suggesting in GfA to post data at repositories: 

– When appropriate data repositories were available 

– When supported by community and editorial boards 

• Signing Brussels Declaration on data in 2007: 

– Raw research data should be made freely available. Publishers 

encourage public posting of such data. Data sets submitted with 

paper should (wherever possible) be made freely accessible.  

• Entity-linking from data identifiers in article text: 

– Author-indicated (initially) or text-mined (sometimes) 

– Examples: GENBANK, PDB, TAIR, mostly Life Sciences 



Supplemental files in research articles 
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output, 
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What kind of content is submitted as 

supplementary material? 

Most prevalent file types: 

• DOC 

• PDF 

• ZIP 

• XLS 

• … 
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Elsevier data activities started early on, with 
supplementary files and outward entity linking 
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• Accepting supplemental files for over a decade: 

– Linear growth of articles with such files of 30-40% per year 

– Recent snapshot showed 50% of such files contain data 

• Suggesting in GfA to post data at repositories: 

– When appropriate data repositories were available 

– When supported by community and editorial boards 

• Signing Brussels Declaration on data in 2007: 

– Raw research data should be made freely available. Publishers 

encourage public posting of such data. Data sets submitted with 

paper should (wherever possible) be made freely accessible.  

• Entity-linking from data identifiers in article text: 

– Author-indicated (initially) or text-mined (sometimes) 

– Examples: GENBANK, PDB, TAIR, mostly Life Sciences 



Over time, data sets grew in importance and 
availability, however they were difficult to find 
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Research data has a data discovery problem 
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Researcher survey, 1202 respondents 

(PARSE.insight 2010) 

Do you think it is useful to link 

underlying research data with formal 

literature? 



We started a project to use the published 
articles to better discover associated data sets 
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• Started collaboration with data repositories – now ~40 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Based on image-based linking – deep link to data set 

• SD article asks for a “data set image” from repository 

• If data available, repository shows image and link 

• If no data available, repository shows 1-pixel transparent 

image (which is de-facto invisible for the user) 
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Image link displayed inside published article 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370157304002753 
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Deep-links to data set 

associated to this specific 

article 



• Bringing data functionality inside the SD article 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Functionality is specific to data repository / data set 

• Application does link to repository for full functionality 

• Data set can be interacted with in context of article 

• “Research Data Server” can also be supplemental file 

• Examples: GenBank, PDB, PANGAEA, MINT 

 

Making data actionable or visualize it inside 
the article, increases the chance of (re-)use 
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Repository application inside published article 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0025322703003724 
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Offers full Google Maps 

functionality – here the pins 

deep-link to data at PANGAEA  



Deep link directly goes to associated dataset 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0025322703003724 
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Application can reveal data underlying plots 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0011916414001520 
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Interactive plots show the data 

behind figures (data also 

available for download) 



Executable papers allow immediate validation 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0097849313000484 
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Dara and code are added, such 

that input files can be adapted 

and code can be rerun  



Up to 40 data repository linking partners 
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http://www.elsevier.com/databaselinking 



Current linking approach isn’t scalable; an 
increase in repositories requires standards  
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Current linking approach isn’t scalable; an 
increase in repositories requires standards  
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This especially holds when publishers start to 
support data posting at variety of repositories 
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Requires solution for article-data connections, 
and for data submission interoperability 
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Looking at Researcher Data Workflow shows 
that also other standards are highly needed 
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• Publishers (and others) operate in all task areas 

• Effective interoperable infrastructure needs standards 

• Generic, discipline-specific, and data and metadata 

• RDA, WDS, CODATA, Force11 – now data citation 

 

Main Task Activities Needs 

Experiment Plan, measure, record, 

analyze, annotate, store, 

archive, preserve, … 

Workflow and analysis 

tools, ELN, standards, 

metadata 

Publish Prepare, post, submit, get 

reviewed, publish, get 

cited, get credit, … 

Public hosting, data space, 

standards, metadata 

Re-use Curate, search, access, 

analyze, … 

Standards, metadata, 

analysis tools 



Such standards are also required to move the 
data from bits and bytes to fully (re-) usable 
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Elsevier initiatives: 

• Executable papers 

• Microarticles 

• Data articles 

• Data linking 

• Data integration 

• Supplem. files 

• Standard Cmt 

• Pilot projects: 

– Urban Legend 

– Moonrocks 
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Urban Legend – with CMU 
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• How can we make a standard neuroscience wet 

lab store and share their data? 

• Incorporate structured workflows into the daily 

practice of a typical electrophysiology lab (the 

Urban Lab at CMU) 
– What does it take? 

– Where are points of conflict? 

• 1-year pilot, funded by Elsevier   
– CMU: Shreejoy Tripathy, manage/user test 

– Elsevier: development, UI, project management 



Urban Legend – Components 

23 de Waard, A., Burton, S. et al., 2013 



Urban Legend – Data Entry App 
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Urban Legend – Data Dashboard 
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Moonrocks – with IEDA 
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• How can we scale up data curation? 

 

• Build a database for lunar geochemistry 

• Leapfrog & improve curation time 

• Determine best practices and challenges 

• Estimate costs  

• 1-year pilot, funded by Elsevier 

 



Moonrocks – Data Entry 
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Urban Legend – Data Dashboard 
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1) Interoperable architecture for subm and disc 
2) Metadata and standards for value re-use 
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Elsevier initiatives: 

• Executable papers 

• Microarticles 

• Data articles 

• Data linking 

• Data integration 

• Supplem. files 

• Standard Cmt 

• Pilot projects: 

– Urban Legend 

– Moonrocks 

 


